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LNE SERIES CNC TURNING CENTER: LNE42 

 
All operations  that materials to designed parts can be completed on one LNE42. 

To complete machining bar parts in one manufacturing operation, the C-axis, sub-spindle and live tools as well as back machining tools work coordinately to 

minimize cycle time while keeping measurements eithin designed tolerance. 

 

Automations with Bar Feeder(1M~3.2M) 

For non-stop operations, the LNE42 is capable to 

accommodate nearly every brand bar feeder. 

Selected bar feeder or designed secondary job 

magazine loader aides LNE42 in full automation 

and priced in favour of your budget. 

 

Machining samples 

LNE42 is designed to the metalworking sector. It has been adapted by various industries such as 

aviation, vehices, computers, plumbing fittings, optical instruments and others. 

An appropriate production prposal with production rate defined by tool arrangement, cycle time 

andattachments can be offered before you purchasing. 

8-station servo turret with rotary live tools 

With bi-directional tool change feature, the servo-controlled 8-station turret rationally combined with a 

variety of rotary live tools give a beyond performance over classical turinings centers in both multiple 

machining and production efficiency. (i.e. rapid indexing time is 0.3sec./45° ; 8sec/180°) 

 

 

Synchronous sub-spindle and back machining (Max. 4 tools) 

The synchronous driven sub-spindle is a sophisticate design by LICO self. It is mounted in one station 

of turret to bring LNE42 the edge on pip-free parting off job and back machining. Due this feature, 

LNE42 shortens cycle times and increases machining flexibility. 

The Siemens 800-series Controller 

Siemens 840D control system, providing a user-friwndly console with a dialogue program, creates a simple 

operation environment. Particularly, the graphic trace of tooling path makes trainings and operations easier. 

Background edit allows for reprogramming while machine running, this function minimizes waiting time and keeps 

efficency at a possible top rank. 
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The working space 

The X-axis of quill-type travels at speed of 15 meters per 

minute within its full traverse of 160mm. The linear-way Z-

axis travels at speed of 25 meyers per minute within its 

full traverse of 450mm. The compound design offers the 

machanic rigidity with rapid movement. 

 
Parts catcher with conveyor 

The finished workpiece can be discharged via a designed parts catcher on spindle or 

match with sub-spindle on rear side. In addition, for finished parts safe, a belt 

conveyor can be installed either on the front or the rear side of machine to deliver 

the parts to the preset tray.  

 

 

The spindle package 
Main spindle with a 7.5° increment, the 48-position dividing system is able to do more heavy-duty milling jobs. C-
axis projects 0.001° increment enhances the capability of contour milling. 

The Siemens 800-series Controller 

Siemens 840D control system, providing a user-friwndly console with a dialogue program, creates a simple 

operation environment. Particularly, the graphic trace of tooling path makes trainings and operations easier. 

Background edit allows for reprogramming while machine running, this function minimizes waiting time and keeps 

efficency at a possible top rank. 

 

 

The chucking system 

Either with standard F48 or optional Hainbuch 42 collet transfers LNE42 to bar-feeding 

operations up to diameter of 42mm (1 5/8 inch). An optional power chuck creats a 

chuck-machining up to diameter of 165 mm (6.5 inches) either with a manual feeding 

operation or the designed automatic loading system.  

Servo controlled part-off slide 

The programmable feed part-off alide is controlled by the servo system with prompt response to cut workpiece off 

precisely. 
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Technical Data: 

Model  LNE42 
Unit Metric(Inch) 

CAPACITIES 

Collet bar capacity, dia.(through bore) Ø42/ Ø1.65"(1-5/8") 

Max. swing Ø330 (Ø13") 

Max. turning di ameter (6"3-jaw power chuck) Ø165 (Ø6.5") 

SPINDLE 

Height of spindle center (approx.) 900(35.4") 

Spindle nose ISO A2-5 

Collet chuck type F48 (MAX. Ø42) 

Power chuck reception 6" 

Spindle/ draw bar t hrough bore Ø53 (Ø2")/ Ø43 (Ø1.7") 

SPINDLE DRIVE 

Motor power  (continuously) 7/10kw (9.5/13.5 HP) 

Max. spindle speed 5,000rpm 

SLIDE 

Longitudinal slide travel(Z-axis) 450(17.7") 

Cross silide travel(X-axis) 160(6.3") 

Parting off tool  slide travel  (B-axis) 160(6.3") 

Resolution 0.001(0.0001") 

TOOL TURRET 

Number of tool stations 8 

Turning tool section �20 (�3/4") 

Tool holder VDI &Oslash;30x55(DIN 69880) 

Indexinf time 0.3(45º)/ 0.8(180º) sec 

BACK MACHINING 

Turning tool section �20 (�3/4") 

Boring tool  reception Ø25(Ø1") 

SERVO MOTORS 

Working feeds, X-axis and Z 0~10,000 mm/min(0~394 in./min) 

Rapid traverses, X-axis and Z 15/25 m/min(590/984 in./min) 

Feed force, X-axis and Z (Mitsubishi) 5Nm (1.4kW) 

SUB SPINDLE 

Chuck type TNS32 

Sub spindle max. t urning diameter Ø32 (Ø1.26") 

Sub spindle motor (Rotary) 4.2 kW (5.6HP) 

Max. sub spindle speed 3,000 rpm 

SPACE REQUIREMENT AND WEIGHT 

Hydraulic tank capacity 25L (6.6 gal.) 

Hydraulic pump motor 1.5kw (2HP) 

Coolant tank capacity 150L  (39.6 gal.) 

Coolant pump motor 0.375kw  (0.5HP) 

Lubrication capacity 2L, 3~8c.c./ 10min 

Overall dimension (LxWxH) 2180 1620x1740 mm (85.8x63.8x68.5") 

Approx. net  weights of machine with electrical cabinet(N.W.) 2400kg (5290 lbs) 

Packing size 8.4m3 

Total power required 20kVA  
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CNC controller 840D standard functions: 

* Part progam storage at lenght of 3,000M 

* Graphic trace of tool path 

* Multiple canned cycles 

* Automatic chamfering & corner rounding 

* Simultaneously controllable 2 axes 

* Interface RS232C 

* Tool offset memory 100 sets 

* Tool nose radius compensation 

* Constant surface speed control 

* Oriented spindle stop 

* Rigidity tapping 

* C-axis 

Standard Equipment: 

1. A2-5 spindle nose, F48 collet chuck 

2. Hydraulic system  

3.Coolant system 

4. Automatic lubrication system 

5. Work lamp 

6. Front door safety interlock 

7. Tool box & tool lits 

8. 8-station servo driven turret 

9. Control cabinet heat exchanger 

10. Air jet system  

11. 48-position spindle divining system 

  Optional Accessories: 

1. 6" hollow power chuck 

2. Hainbuch 42 collet system for main spindle 

3. Hainbuch 32 collet system for sub spindle 

4. Chip converyor with removable cart 

5. Parts catcher 

6. VD130 tool holders 

7. Automatic bar feeder with interface 

8. Live tools 

9. Synchronous sub spindle 

10. Back machining attachment 

11. Servo parting-off slide 

 

 

Dimensions:  
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